
eture4

Morientable 3-manifold
I trans, orientcodin 1

Rosenbeng-Sondow, Tao (i)
(,5) all leaves planes => M =T

3

(Palmeiral
(M.7) 7 Reebless -> M =IR5

If":IReebless -leaf space on air cover
issingly connected 24 countable,
not nec. Hausdorff1-manifold

roughlyspeaking, tree-countable unim
=>is nested unitof3-fe

(Roussarie-Thurston)
(m,7 =Reebless)
SM i- injective closed surface g21
=>I can be isotoped so thatSAI
except at a finite # of saddle



and circle tangencies

e91- I1.1
as long as noneedcomponents, can remove

circle tangencies
↓Reel annulus xs
↑----
U...#.1L

Thurston:
orientable compactsurface F, LFFO

and folk contains as leaves

&
FxI/

#it spiral to turus leaf



key: torus leaves co-oriented so all
pointin or all point out

trodmann):
Given(n?I)

↑oriented

andcomponentof7isa sub md Xoriented) ofM
-

2x=1T =0 L- I0
xxFly:full tangent toX
I O
Loco-orientation agrees

with I *

↓
S

once you flow

orientation of2x induced byoran X
into X byA
Idim flow

never flow outFact:given(M, 7)

no dead end components
-

I fact (5Loop U inMSt. WHFand

sees every leaf of 7)

Thurston'76:
3

M compactorientable



define Thurston norm an H-(M)

IEI=min3-X(s)[S7= Eand 3
S'= S - any s

TheThurston): components

(m,7), L:compactleaf ofF
-X(x) =11[(31)

(minimalgenus inits homologyclass)

Sketch of Pf:

[F] + [s]

put F ingood form w.r.t. I
Use Poincare- Hopf to show

- X(s) = -XIF)-

(Gabai-Yazdi) M hyperbolic
oftant

supposes is fataked by I
ze. saddle tangencies all
of same sign



C.. minimal genus)
can find a surface F homologous to S
and a tart folk & s.t. F isaleafof 4
and TI and TB are homotopic

Tantness (CSullivan)

· WII Imeans no non-degenerate
to

subarc of Visotopes into a
leaf of o

i don'tsee
can pushalln* into leafSO~

ien
· UP loop
roFmeans Tor @ Tp7: TpM

&⑰For--
Tp7



· I iswheretaut ifpeM, 5W7
such thatper

Fact (Colin -Kazez- R)

everytop tait Ican be isotoped
to be everywhere tant

Issue:T5only Co, 7 top tant
then notnewuniquely integrable
so there might exist & folt
St. TR =TI and& contains

deadend components

Th*(Eliashber - Thurston)

M closed, oriented I s'xs

any tant cfol*on M can be ("-approximated

byboth a positive and a negativecontact
structure it and theyare universallytight
and weaklysymplecticallyfillable



↳TOzsvath-Szabol

Man L-space -> M cannot contain a

fact fol. 1

Contrastwith

Th (Bowden, Kazez -R)

M closedoriented IS'xs any trans.orient. With TFC can be approx by.I

Th (Colin-Kazez -RI

37top tant thatcan be C" approx

byboth3Iweaklysymp, fillable, universally tight
and 31over twisted

if everywhere tant is new. Weak symp fill and
Unir. Fight

Th*/ CO ression of Sullivan)

M =

closed, com, oriented

7transorient Co

I everywhere tant
>

(1) I<P closed 2-form WmM st. w30 on if
E

(2) F Riemmetrics on M, Ja volume pres, tensreseflow



Sullivan:("Fart I
->

gemetricallytant
(ImetricM st.every

leafis a minimal surface)

Question:What's the generalization to a case?


